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The author discusses claims that linguistics can solve the problems of language

teaching. Linguistics is either a theory of language or a description of a particular
language, and both vary greatly from investigator to investigator, both as to scope
and substance. Linguistic "analysis is the business of the linguist" but it is not
essential to the learning of a language, and the units of analysis may not be the same
as those needed for learning the language. The linguist's prediction of expected
errors, based on contrastive analysis of native and target languages, is not as useful
for teaching as the experience of teachers listing actual errors made. Most
contrastive descriptions are so "incomplete as to be misleading." Linguistics can help
the teacher to know more about the foreign language, which, in turn, can help his
teaching of it. The author concludes: "Contemporary claims that applied linguistics can
solve all the problems of language teaching are as unfounded as the claims that
applied psychology can solve them. For the problems of language teaching are
central neither to psychology nor linguistics." (MK)
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W.F. Mackey

Applied Linguistics .

Its Meaning and Use'

W. F. MACKEY

Department of Linguistics, Laval University, Quebec

it MONO the post-war remedies for the betterment of foreign-

nianguage teaching it is applied linguistics that has attracted

the greatest attention. In the training of language teachers

this new discipline is gradually taking the place of philologyak

Every year practising language teachers are hearing more and

more about 'the science of applied linguistics'. In some quarters

language teaching is considered to be the exclusive province of

this new science. And in certain countries national agencies have

been convinced that no one not trained in the techniques ofapplied

linguistics can successfully teach a language.
What is applied linguistics? What does one apply when one

applies linguistics? How does it relate to language learning? How

does it concern language teaching? Ofwhat use is it to the teacher?

What is new about it? These are some of the questions which

language teachers have been asking; it is the purpose of this
article to supply some of the answers, without necessarily trying,

as many such efforts often do, to sell the product at the same time.

Let us take the above questions in the order in which they appear.

1 What Is applied linguistics?

The term 'applied linguistics' seems to have originated in the

United States in the 1940's. It was first used by persons with an

obvious desire to be identified as scientists rather than as human-

ists; the association with 'applied science' can hardly have been

accidental. Yet, although linguistics is a science, 'applied science'
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Applied Linguistics: I Moaning and We

does not necessarily include linguisticss.
The creation of applied linguistics as a discipline roprosont5 an

effort to find practical applications for 'modern scientific linguis-
tics'. While assuming that linguistics can be an applied science, it
brings t gether such diver% activities as the making of alphabets
by missionaries and the waking of translations by machines, The
use of the term has mn, become crystallized in the names of
language contress, reviews, books, and articles.

2. What does one apply?

What does one apply when one applies linguistics? What is
applied may be a theory o' language and/or a description of one.

If it is a theory of language, what is applied depends or course
on the sort of theory being used. If the theory is based on the
existence of units of meaning, for example, the results will be
different from what they would be if the theory ignored the exist-
ence of such units.

There are dozens of ways in which one theory may differ from
another; and there are dozens of different theories of language,
several of which are mutually contradictory. Some or these con-
stitute schools or language theory, like the Saussurian Schools,
the Psychomechanic School; the Glossematic Schools, the
Bloomfieldian Schools, tho Prague, Schools, the Firthian

01111141001
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Schoole, and otherss. When we examine the many theories of
different school5 and indivkluals we note that very few indeed
have ever been applied to anything. We also notice that those
which have hen applied are not necessarily the most applicable.
On the other hand, the fact that a language theory has never been
applied to language teaching does not mean that it cannot be.
Some of the more ambitious and inclusive theories, which seem to
be the most relevant, have in fact never been applied.

Secondly, if it is a description of a language that is being applied,
it might include any or all of its phonetics, grammar, or vocabu-
lary. And since descriptions based on the same theory often differ,
there are more varieties of description than there are types of
theory.

Descriptions differ in their purpose, extent, and presentation.
Some descriptions aim at being concise; others at being exten-
sive. Some analyse the language by breaking it down; others by
building it up. Some are made as if the language described Is un-
known to the linguist; others as if it is already known to the
reader. Some will present the language in two levels (grammar and
phonolog); others in as many as torment!). Yet the number of
levels of a description is no indication of, its linguistic range; a
three-level description may have a wider scope than an eight-
level one which excludes vocabulary, meaning, or context. Some
descriptions are based on written works; others on speech. Some
may cover all areas in which the language is spoken; others may be
limited to a single city. Some may be compiled from the speech
of a single person over a period of a few weeks; others may be
based on the writings of many authors covering a few centuries.

. It is obvious, therefore, that the problem of the language
teacher is not only whether or not to apply linguistics, but whoso
linguistics to apply, and what sort.

3. How does It relate to language learning?

In order to exist, a language must have been learnt; but in
order to be learnt a language does not have to have been analysed.

alttra I. R. Fifth Vitt) k ABloil VL1 0 ittvailtd. h H
"context of situation" trik16/1tIre, ttepk/aVd.1.0431.64 Bloomfield rAnk,11
Itncb 4. Firth eitti-lf.13 M.A.K. RAS. Robins, J.C. Gafford, teloolx
islaagIA O. of. Firth, ropers In LInsuletlee. Oxford, 1937. In Memory of I. R. Pak
Longmatit, 1966.
atItate) cora H.L. Pika 0 Tagmemies.Voarn Chomeky 0Traneformational Generative
Grammar, Sidney Lamb a) Stratitleational Grammar t Mott c a1-0 I,

Lt1)) 14 ra t..4A4c4)11ttmti Brondal sound symbolism, sounds and sound
systems, syllablReation and stress, phonetic (Unction, phonetic syntas, shape awards, word
formatipn, Inflections, *memento rt!!!tt er sper.ts, word-order, sentence and &entente ell-
watt, style, etmandes 6. 41.4 i W.F. Madey, Lonsuoge Teaching AnablIs Long-
mane, 1965. pp. 37-40 OM,
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For the process of learning a language is quite different from the

process of analysing one. Persons who have never gone to school

find it difficult to divide their language into such classes as the

parts or speech, despite the fact that they mny speak their native
language with a great deal of fluency and elegance. Foreign
languages have also been successfully mastered throughout the

ages without benefit of analysis.
It is the production of methods of analysis that is the business

of the linguist. But if the linguist claims that such and such a
method is the best way to learn the language, he is speaking out-
side his competence. For it is not learning, but language, that is

the object of linguistics. Language learning cannot therefore be

the purpose of linguisties--pure or applied. Applied linguistics is

not language learning.
Therefore the units used for analysing a language are not

necessarily those needed for learning it. As an illustraticn, let us
take a sample of an unalysis of English made by a reptesentative
of ono of the schools of linguistics which has done the most
applied linguistics in language teaching. As a case in point, let us

take the description of the English pronouns. The pronouns are
arranged into seven sets, which include 23 units. To explain these,

34 other units (called morphs) are brought into the picture,

although they have no further function than to explain the first 23.

ItIlle3 are then given to 'convert tEe abstract forms into those

actually found'. For example, after having learned that the

abstract form for the first person plural object is *(w4-m,)0 we
get the form actually found, the form us, by applying the following

rule:
1. we: (w-i-y)
2. us: *iw.l-rn); ( m) after tw-i-) becomes cis]

4(w-l-) before resulting (-s) becomes [-ea), a port-
manteau

3. our: *(w-l-r); before (4) and (r-z), initial consonant and
vowel arc transposed, giving ve-j, initial *(l.3 becomes

ca-] before t-w-)
4. ours: qw-i-r-z) (See rules given for 3.)1

If this is to be applied linguistics, it should justify the definition

of philology soma= attributed to Voltaire, 'la science oa les
voyelles ne comptent pour rien, et les consonnes pour pett de
chose'0. One can imagine what happens when two languages are
contrasted on this basis.

1A. A. Hill, Introduction to Linguist c Structures: Pam sound to sentence
in English. New York: Harcourt, 195S, p. ISO.

Clattle) leNftv, all forms not actually found are marked with an asterisk. 0{111)

Ciltfrt 03 rOtittrItzkoti4t4 t tr. 4, :PagarroZstesta6101th VaSire philology

t:D111124ht.:11v4tt, 11411;f1.



10 W.F. Mackey

It is true, however, that some linguists have pointed out the
disparity between language learning and language description,
stating that 'a linguistic description or a language is of little help
in learning the language; recently published structural accounts
of European languages rebut any disclaimer to this judgment'.,
For two descriptions of the same language can be so different that
a learner may not be blamed for wondering whether the units and
categories alleged to form the essential elements of the language
exist only in the minds of those who have attempted to describe it.

4. How does It concern language teaching?

Although the linguistic descriptions of the same language are
not identical, it is now widely admitted that the linguist is the
competent person to write our grammars, phonetics manuals, and
dictionaries. In some quarters it is assumed that the very fact he
can do this makes him qualified to form language-teaching policy
and prepare language-teaching texts. In the use of applied lin-
guistics in language teaching, it has been further assumed that
if one is able to make sk thorough description of the forms of a
language, one is by that very fact able to teach it.

These assumptions are obviously ill-founded, for there have
been outstanding language teachers with no knowledge of linguis-
tics. And it has been demonstrated that 'the methods of the
linguistic scientist as a teacher are not necessarily the most ef-
fective., This can be explained by the different preoccupations
of the two disciplines. Much of the present state of applied lin-
guistics in language teaching is due to the fact that some linguists
have been more interested in finding an application for their
science titan in solving the problems of language teaching. Some
of the unhappy results have been due to a desire to apply to
language teaching a one-sided technique of formal description
with no universal validity, even in the field of linguistic analysis.

Much is made of the ability of the linguist to predict mistakes
by comparing the native language of the learner with the language
he is being taught. This diffuential description is sometimes con-
fusingly called 'contrastive linguistics', a term which also means
the analysis of a single language based essentially on the contrast
of its units one with the other. What is the use of predicting
mistakes already heard? Since anyone who has taught a language

Whatmough, Language: A Modern Synthesis. New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1956, p. 145.

II B. Carroll, The Study af Language: A survey of linguistics and related
disciplines In America. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1953, p. 192.
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can predict from experience the sort of mistakes his students are
likely to make a posteriori, is he any the wiser for the a priori and
less reliable prediction which the linguist makes on the basis of a
differential analysis?

it has been stated as a principle of 'applied linguistics' that all
the mistakes of the language learner are due to the make-up of
his native language. This is demonstrably false. Many mistakes
actually made have no parallel in the native language; they are
simply extensions of the foreign language patterns into areas in
which they do not apply, e.g. *I said him so on the analogy of
I told him so. Other mistakes aro due to a confusion (of new material
with parts of the language not deeply enough ingrained; this
inhibition is a matter of order and rate of intake. SJI1 other mis-
takes are due to the habit, which language learners soon acquire,
of avoiding the similarities with their native language. This
may result in either blind guessing or the systematic avoidance
of native patterns, even though these exist in the foreign language,
Cg. works like attack (a cognate of the French attaquc) are stressed
on the first syllable by French learners of English despite the fact
that both French and Englieh versions have the stress on the final

liable. Texts for language teaching based only on the differences
between the two languages cannot take these important tendencies
into account.

Even for the many mistakes due directly to interference from
the native language the practising teacher is in a better position
than the descriptive linguist. For although a differential descrip-
tion, of English and French for example, may indeed point out the
fact that a French learner of English may have difficulty in pro-
nouncing the interdental sounds of thin and then because of their
absence from the French phoneme inventory, it cannot predict, as
can an experienced teacher, which way a given learner or group
of learners will handle the difficulty. In fact, different learners
with the same native language do make different mistakes; the
above interdental sounds, for example, arc rendered sometimes as
/s 74, Mahn as it, d/. But this Information is supplied, not by
an a prlorl comparison of English and French, but by the observa.
dons of language teachers.

Applications of differential descriptions do not produce the same
typo of teaching. For some teachers will start drilling the differ-
ences because they are difficult, while others will start using the
similarities because they are easy (e.g. the 'cognate methodlo.

Most of the available differential descriptions are so superficial
and incomplete as to be misleading. This is because they are at

Contle)) Le. "dm learner starts by learning a basic vocabulary made up of words which
an similar In form and meaning to those of his own language. Them are than immediately
used for oral and written expression," Markey op. cll. p. 153,
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best based on a unit-by-unit and structure-by-structure compd.
son of two languages. They fail t show ail the units of the first
language which arc equivtient to structures in the second, and the
structures in the first which are equivalent to units in the second.
They also ignore the units and structures of one level that are
equivalent to structures and units of another. And even with this,
they are still dealing only with the make-up of thz languages, not
with the multiple differences in contextual usage, with the fact
that in such and such circumstance a learner must say one thing
in his native language but something entirely different in the
foreign language. Since we do not hv ve such complete differential
descripthns of any two languageseven of the most widely
knownwe are likely to get better results by collecting and classi-
fying the mistakes which the learners make than by trying to
predict those we should expect him to make.

5. Of what use Is It to the teacher?

lt is the business of the language teacher to know the foreign
language, to know how to teach It and to know something about
it. It is in relation to this latter need that linguistics might he
expected to be useful. But the conteuts amost courses in linguis-
tics for language teachers are seldom concerned with the analysis
of the material which the teacher will have to teach; they are of
little direct help in the preparation of specific language lessons.
At best, they are background courses in the description of the
language to be taught. In practice, many such courses are devoted
to proving to the language teacher that most of the grammar rules
he has been taught are false because they have not been arrived at
by 'scientific' methods of analysis. In some courses, the very word
'grammar' is taboo; one refers not to the 'grammar of the English
language' but rather to the 'structure of the English language'.
Teachers are asked to discard familiar and widely accepted
terms which have a long tradition of usage, in favour of a new
jargon representing one of several brands of language analysis.
And after having mastered the technicalities of one brand of
linguistics the language teacher encounters other brands with
conflicting theories and contradictory methods of analysis.
Should he then keep on believing in one without trying to under-
stand the others? Or should' he study all of them?

What is the language teacher to do when faced with the multi-
plicity of approaches to the analysis of a language and the different
trends in descriptive linguistics? What should be his attitude
when asked to give up his grammars on the grounds that they are
unscientiflethat they give recipes rather than formulas?
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Above all, the language teacher must be interested in results;
and tested recipes are often better than untested formulas. Until
more complete and definitive analyses are available, language
teaching will have to rely for its description of a language on those
abundant and sorvittable grammars of the past. For a language
teacher, the completeness of a grammar is more relevant than its
scientific consistency; clarity is more important than conciseness;
examples more useful than definitions. If the language teacher is
to wait until more scientifii, grammars are produced he puts him-
self in the position of the tanner of hides who stops tanning until
the chemists have found the chemical formula describing exactly
what is done. The formula, once discovered, might eventually
improve the tanning operation; but until it is formulated and
tested and proven more effective, the only sensible thing to do is
to continue tanning hides in a way that has given the best results.

The fact Is that most of the new 'linguistically approved' gram-
mars being applied to language 'teaching are more difficult to
use and far less complete than are the older works. Some arc no
more than undigested research essays on the making of a grammar.
Others represent a sort of do-it-yourself grammar-making kit
allegedly designed to 'crack the ciode' of any language in the world.

Although the ability to analyse a language may not be the most
important qualification of a language teacher, some training in
practical linguistics can enable him to establish with more precision
than he otherwise might what is the same and what is different
in the languages with which he has to deal. It can also help him
understand, evaluate, hnd perhaps use some of the descriptions
of the language he is teaching. And if the training is neither too
one-sided nor doctrinaire it may prevent him from becoming the
prisoner of a single school or thought and enourage him to sur-
mount the great terminological barriers which have prevented
any mutur4 imderstanding in linguistics.

Ideally, such training could put the teacher in a position to
analyse each linguistic contribution and its application to language
teaching, from the small details of analysis to the hidden theoreti-
cal assumptions on which the analysis is based. Such training
would make it unnecessary for the language teacher to swallow
a man's philosophy along with his linguistics. For the mitin
attraction of some analyses is their consistency with certain
philosophical beliefs. Is it then any advantage to deny the beliefs
and admit the consistency, for consistency's sake? Or is it better
to seek an analysis which is philosophically more palatable but
perhaps less consistent?

Finally, the proper sort of training could enable the teacher to
distinguish between the scientific status of linguistics and the
scientific pretensions of linguists. For some linguists seem to be
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so eager to appear 'scientific' that they state or restate the most
banal facts about a language in a pseudo-scientific notation and a
collection of technical terms borrowed indifferently from several

disciplines and heavy with scientific associations. Old ideas about

language do not become better when couched in an unfamiliar
jargon. This leads us to our final question.

6. What is new about It?

As far as language-teaching is concerned, there are way few

ideas proposed as applied linguistics which were not familiar to
teachers at one time or another. What, for example, is essentially
different in practice between the 'phonemic transcription' proposed
today and the 'broad transcription' used by language teachers
in the past century?

Throughout the history of formal language teaching there has
always been some sort of applied linguistics, as it is known today.
For language teachers have always tended to apply language
analysis to the teaching of a language; in fact, some of the first
descriptions of a language were made for the purpose of teaching
it. Yet the sorts of descriptions actually produced have varied with
the needs and contingencies the time. And some of the oldest
are still some of the best. Suet ancient classics as the grammars of
PAnini, Dionysius, Priscian, and Donatus arc not outclassed by
those of today. Yet the blind application of the categories of these
grammars to the description of modern European and even to
non-European languages was obviously so unsuitable as to create
a series of reactions which resulted in the attitude of 'scientific'
superiority which afflicts contemporary linguistics.

One is the reaction against the linguistic analysis of exotic
languages made in the past centurya typo of analysis which
superimposed the structure of European languages on the facts
of the native language being described. As a reaction against this,
techniques or description were developed by Boas, Sapir, and,
especially, by Bloomfield and his associates. These techniques were
apparently so successful that they were later applied to languages,
like English, with a long tradition of linguistic analysis. This in
turn was a reaction against the current English school grammars
which still propagated the traditional definitions of the eighteenth
century. But in the process the best linguistic traditions were
ignored, including the works of such linguists as Sweet and
Jesperscn, so that the language might be handled as if the person
describing its elements were unable to understand them. And the
movement, which started as an effort to prevent the analysis of
exotic languages as if they were English, found itself analysing
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English as if lir were an exotic language.
Against this trend, other reactions are beginning to take shape.

These are appearing as a rd-formulation of the traditional ap-
proach to grammar, a compromise with the older grammatical
categories, a return to the study of ancient grammatical theory.
It is now being admitted that the old universal grammatical
theories were more in need of revision than of repudiation. And
some linguists are beginning to consider the descriptions of
'modern scientific linguistics' as nothing more than another
arrangement of the grammatical data, according to a less tradi-
tional outline, but nevertheless according to a completely arbi-
trary set of labels which has become fossilized within its own short
linguistic tradition.'

If linguistics has been applied to the language part or 'language
learning', psychology has been applied to the learning part of it.
The history or the application of the principles or psychology to
the learning or languages is analogous so that of the applications
of linguistic analysis. So is the situation today. There are almost
as many different theories of learning as there are theories of
language. Most or them are still based on the observations of
animal learning°. Although there is a promising branch or psy-
chology devoted to verbal learning and verbal behaviour, it is still
involved in solving problems related to the learning of isolated
items.

In one form or another, both language analysis and psychology
have always bcon applied to the teaching of foreign languages. In
fact, the history of language teaching could be represented as a
cyclic shift in prominence from the one to the other, a swing from
the strict application of principles of language analysis to the
single-minded insistence on principles or psychology. The history
zigzags, with many minor oscillations in between, from the
mediaeval grammarians to Comenius, from Plötz to Gouin. And
today's interest in applied linguistics represents another swing
toward the primacy of language analysis in language teaching.2

Contemporary claims that applied linguistics can solve all the
problems of language teaching are as unfounded as the claims
that applied psychology can solve them. For thc problems of
language teaching are central neither to psychology nor linguistics.

IR. B. Lees, Review of Syntaelle Structures by Noam Chomsky, Language

33:377.
2W. F. Mackey, Language Teaching Analysis. London: Longmans, 1966,

p. 151.
(14M14)) litogArnistm D.P. Skinner, Verbal Markt' klEt Yu Y9 A1012:110M
tee. 130 h tilletIcYlfas k 0:41Mist, (Ex:Noam Chortnky, "A Review
of D.P. Skinner's Yetkl &barter," Language, 35, No. 1 (1959) 26511, also in The &NMI
of Lan4olo3 e pp. 547-78. 1964)
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Neither science is equipped to solve the problems of language
teaching.

It is likely that language teaching will continue to be a child of
fashion in lingustics and psychology until the time It becomes an
autonomous discipline which uses these related sciences instead of
being used by them. To become autonomous it will, like ally
science, have to weave its own net, so as to fish out from the
oceans of human experience and natural phenomena only the
elements it needs, and, ignoring the rest, be able to say with the
ichthyologist of Sir Arthur Eddington, 'What my net can't catch
isn't fish.'

a h:t

ARM tivoN0101 lc applied linguistics 4:gt Ltgdit 1,,N 4, 0-0$

6gThaviOrAlc0310C't Mackey aifit t00143Z1cOot 04R te U.
06 e AMO 361111121.1 STI4t47634=ollit: 6 JJfl K
vet 6 i Veit* 4 UN:Mar% UM 1/C1-0 ittaiglittarkkg1
hbt a KJ: ,Tptovivirttsts a Lectek V*6. VI* IfSINE
Mico <2105111W6D Icto OM IAD .t41,6734130Z

1/C066i101104 < >ktelhtbV*64, t 4140 1.:vtiPlite664,
*If ROM t *10,2 t, *1410111$1,Atele^4T Tate t ht
t IA* a k vIt& <, "false analogy" (ex. I told him so-01 said him so)
4) "confusion", tAtjfiw [aft@ "habit" *e4145 tarItit&Toct o
etalimaKaatEht *mrt LtzlISX D IELinIMM 6#1,6

Lditia1aff45{tovicma t Vitt40. Mackey aativAt 1.C
Min 1cgclkeS.-4-co Z, "Some training in practical linguistics can
enable him to establish with more precision than he otherwise might what is

the same and what is dinrent in the languages with which he has to deal. It

can also help him' to understand, evaluate, and perhaps use some of the
descriptions of the language he is teaching ..." (p. 13)

* fc 0/111400*Firid Or2V6 0 "animal learning" own a L-oliiisfi
etatrus,4ti4, it a Ij, *Ritiosimlu. L.volittivvtom-ot
6hilt aHitogiDtictOtefalf* 6* vie


